13.02.20

Dear Parents,
This week the children have been busy learning through the season of Winter. They have carried out lots of different
activities including: making snowmen with the playdough; developing their scissor skills by cutting circles to make
snowmen; counting snowflakes onto numbered mittens; decorating snowmen with loose parts; exploring ice and
why it melts; drawing and painting Arctic animals; sorting winter and summer clothes; making 2d shape snowmen;
playing with the winter wonderland small world and building igloos. After half term we will be starting out new
topic of All Change, which involves looking at plants, life cycles and the beginning of spring. During our first week
back we will be learning through the story of Oliver’s Vegetables.
We have also been continuing with our Ten Town maths. This week we have been exploring number 5. We have:
found sets of 5; practised forming a number 5; explored what 5 looks like in numicon form; identified which dice is
showing 5; held up 5 fingers; found different ways of totaling 5 and carried out practical sets of 5. Next half term we
will be covering numbers 6-10.

The sound we have been learning this week is ‘p’. We have learnt the letter name and the sound. We have also been
looking at objects that start with the ‘p’ sound and have been sorting objects according to whether they start with a
‘s’, ‘a’, ‘t’ or ‘p’. We have also been sound talking words made up of the sounds we have learnt e.g. s-a-t, p-a-t, t-a-p.
Please see last weeks newsletter for links to support you with phonics at home.

Up and down the pirate’s plait, around his face and out.

I hope you have a lovely half term. If you require any more robins for over the half
term/after the half term please let us know.
Many Thanks,
Miss Griffiths.
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